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INTRODUCTION 
1. Land has become an increasingly scarce resource. While land 
area is more or less fixed, the need for land to provide the basic 
needs of an ever-increasing population continues to mount. Moreover, 
due to improper land-uses and land mismanagement, more areas parti-
cularly in the uplands have become degraded and now pose a serious 
threat to the viability/sustaijiability of the ecosystem. Most of 
these degraded areas are or should be forest lands and they constitute 
a major component of the national land-use system, hence, our topic in 
this session certainly deserves our and our leaders' attention. 
2. My biggest problem in writing this paper has to do with 
arrangement. More specifically, I had some problem deciding which 
should be presented first, multiple-use forest management or the 
framework of a comprehensive land assessment/allocation system. These 
two concepts are interrelated and depending upon the emphasis, one 
subsumes the other. 
3. Anyway, I finally decided that this paper should contain 
five major topics presented in the following order-, basic concepts 
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related to land-use and forest land management-, framework of a compre-
hensive land-assessment and allocation system, operatianalizing 
multiple —use forest management, a possible forest land—use scenario, 
and its implications on the people's forests program. 
BASIC CONCEPTS . 
The Philippine Forest Ecosystem 
4. The Philippine forest areas are characterized by two general 
conditions: abundant rainfall/solar enerqv and hiah temperatures. As 
a result, there is acceleration of weathering and erosion, hence, the 
soils are of low nutrient and absorptive capacity. The .soils are 
also prcne to nutrient losses due to leaching. Moreover, rne wind 
systems in the region bring destructive cyclones. Because of these 
factors (high temperaturespoor soils and destructive typhoons), net 
productivity in the tropical rainforest areas like those in the 
Philippines is lower rnan expectea. on top ot the biophysical cha-
racteristics of these areas, poor people, indigenous as well as 
migrant populations, depend upon the forests/forest areas for theii 
livelihood. 
5. The above conditions imply certain general guidelines for 
forest land management in the .Philippines. These include: a) mainte-
nance of forest cover for effective soil, water and nutrient conserva-
tion; a higher percentage of the nutrients in a tropical forest eco-
system is in the vegetation not in the soil, b) adoption of a land 
management system for balanced nutrient .cycling, c) maintenance of 
biotic diversity of life farms (flora and fauna), species composition 
and age classes in order to minimize the incidence of pest/disease 
outbreaks, and d) implementation of land management systems which 
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accommodate the forest occupants as integral component of the forest 
ecosystems land management strategies which harness them as active 
participants in forest development and conservation. 
Sustained Multiple-Use Forest Land Management 
6. Forests are renewable resources although their renewal is 
quite sensitive to certain human activities like destructive logging, 
burning and/or cultivation. Forest land uses must be sustainable, so 
must the other land uses. And, forests provide three types of ser-
vices: production of wood, fiber, water, food and other forest 
products; protection for other natural resources, conniunities and their 
life-support systems against wind, fire, siltation, floods, droughts, 
dunes and other destructive agents; and provision of certain amenities 
like recreation, aethetics, an invigorating/pleasant environment and 
other "intangibles" for man's inner pleasures/relaxation. For these 
reasons, the basic principles of sustained yield and multiple-use 
forest management have become worldwide forestry policies. 
7. Sustained yield forest management in its simplest inter-
pretation means "continuity of production"; it also implies "in-
creasing periodic production" over time. On the other hand, multiple 
use refers to multiple products/services frcoi a given forest management 
unit, thus, multiple use forest management can contribute to optimal 
land utilization, in the face of increasing scarcity of land re-
sources, therefore, the concepts of sustained yield and multiple use 
may be integrated into one comprehensive principle of forest land 
management for sustainable uses. Obviously, the capacity of the 
forest to provide a desired/optimal mix of products and services on 
a continning basis is a most desirable condition in forest land 
management. 
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Land Assessment and Allocation 
8. The composite land allocation process involves three se-
quential steps: land (capability) classification, land-use suitability 
assessment, and {allocation of the land resource into various uses 
based on a desired set of objectives and land management strategies. 
9. Land capability is the inherent capacity of land to perform 
under a given use,thus, land capabilityclassification is-therflescription 
of a landscape unit in terms of its inherent capacity to sustain a 
desirable combination of plants and animals. It is the first approxi-
mation in the process of subdividing a land-use planning unit (water-
shed, island, forest working circle, ...) into land-use response units 
and is restricted to the consideration of biophysical factors, e.g., 
climate, vegetation, fauna, geology, soils, topography and elevation. 
10. A landscape or land-use response unit is a mappable area, 
roughly homogeneous as to soil, topography, climate and biological 
potential whose boundaries are determined by the rapid change in one 
or more of its characteristics. A landscape unit is characterized as 
an ecosystem, i.e., the physical structure and relationships of soil, 
water, nutrients, energy, plants and animals. The delineation of a 
geographical area as a landscape unit requires differentiation from 
adjacent units and recognition of similarity to the same type occurring 
elsewhere. 
11. Land suitability refers to the fitness of a given area for a 
specific land-use, hence, land-use suitability assessment is the rating 
of the response of a landscape unit to alternative uses. The basic 
constraint underlying land-use suitability assessment is "sustainable 
use" based on given land management strategies, and the factors con-
sidered include: current viable technologies for alternative uses, 
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land-use related hazards and non-deterioration of the landscape unit's 
capability. 
12. Land allocation is the determination of the desired mix of 
land uses and specification of the 1end-use for each given landscape 
unit based on productivity under alternative sustainable uses, demand 
for crops and services, current land-use, location, accessibility, 
socio-cultural background of people on the land, their attitudes/ 
reactions to changes caused by alternative land-uses, and national/ 
regional/local development priorities, goals and policies. 
13. From the above concepts, the purposes of land classification, 
assessment and allocation may be enumerated as follows: a) to provide 
a sound basis for identifying sustainable land management strategies, 
b) to preserve and maintain/improve the productivity of the land 
resource, c) to avoid the disastrous effects of improper» reaction-
type or unplanned land allocation, and d) to help provide pressing and 
varying needs of people within the land-use planning unit's area of 
influence. 
FRAMEWORK CT A COMPREHENSIVE LAND ALLOCATION SYSTEM 
Brief History of Land Classification 
14. Formal land classification work in the Philippines started 
in 1919. The purpose his been to dichotomize the country's land 
resources into forest lands and alienable and disposable (A and D) 
lands with an initial national gc?J_ of 4 2 . a s forest lands (Sajor 
1955). This was reduced to 40.63% in 1975 (BFD 1975). The whole land 
classification process has been done by field work with preliminary 
assessment on aerial photographs, topographic maps, and vegetative 
maps whenever these are available. The field work entails: evaluation 
of slope, vegetation and other features of the land; actual survey; 
and. establishment ot boundaries. 
15. The classification of the country's land resources into 
forest ana A=ana d lanas .nas oeen oasea prunarxj-y on siope ana to some 
extent on vegetation. Up to 1975, the responsibility of classifying 
lands of the public domain had rested solely on the Bureau of Forest 
Development. Since then, technical men free* the Bureau of Lands, 
Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (in the case of mangroves 
and other potential fishery areas), and the Bureau of Mines and Geo-
Sciences (where applicable) have been added to form the land classifi-
cation con£>osite teams. Also, as embodied in the new Constitution, 
lands of the public domain are now classified into seven categories, 
nameiys agricultural, industrial/conmercial, residential, resettlement, 
mineral, timber/forest, and grazing lands. 
16. The land classification work has been a very slow process. 
This has resulted in the pre-emption of land-use in faw>r of A and D 
or non-forest classification. In many eases, when the land classifi-
cation team gets to an area, an upland farm has already taken the place 
of the forest. Thus, productive forest lands have been indiscrimi-
nately destroyed and unsuccessfully converted into sustainable crop 
production areas. This triggers a vicious land degradation cycie. _ 
The situation has reached the dangerous point where slopes and steep 
areas are subjected to non-sustainable cropping: systems and vast areas 
have been rendered unproductive and destructive. Current estimates 
indicate that some 8 million hectares of forest lands and 3 million 
hectares of A and D lands or about 36 percent of the country's land 
resources now need rehabilitation. 
Trends in the Country's Land-Use; structure 
17. Table 1 presents; the official statistics on land-use/vegeta-
tive cover and the status of land classification during the period 
.1948 to 1982." As cf 1982,. 13.4 :ind 11.0 million hectares had been 
classified as h and D lands ar.d Timber land, respectively; 5.6 million 
-hectares-still remained to be classified. At the rate land classifi-
cation was going over the last 10 years, it would take another 21 years 
to complete the job. . " : ".-: V 
18. : .The available statistics on national land-use arid -vegetative 
cover for the same 35-year period (1948-1982) are obviously not as 
clear-cut as the land classification statistics. In fact, these 
statistics are more.abstract than, real :since they are not mappable. 
The forestland-use/vegetc.tive cover estimates are extrapolations 
"based oh the nationwide forest inventory in the early 1960's using 
rates of changes which were determined for the 1950's up to the time 
that inventory was cc::fe;c ce "., ' - . 
19.. Looking, at "the i.?S2 icreut area statistics another way, the 
BFD Annual Report 'provides /.^ olicv/ing estimates: 11.1 out of 16.6 
million hectares of fore^t^laiicls Eire s^ . ill covered with timber, 9.4 " 
-million of which are productive forests; of those, 2.7 and 3.8 million 
" hectares are old-grcvr*ii and second-growth stands, respectively. 
20. An attempt was made to cc.r., up with sa mappable forest 
area and timber inventory statistics with the nation-wide large-scale 
aerial forest photography from 1SG5 to 1972, The results of this 
work-were used in the 19-73 Forestry .Sv,r.tistics when the project was. 
- completed. Of course,, the estimates'were, applicable for the mid-year 
of the period of photography, say 1969, not 1973 as reported. The 
forest area estimates for 1969 based on this "87% forest photon 
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Table 1. Lana-use/Vegetative Cover ana ijana Classification 
Statistics (in million hectares). 
1948 1953 1958 1963 1968 1973 1978 1982 
Alienable/ 
Disposable Lands 8.6 10.1 11.6 12.3 12.4 12.8 13.1 -13.4 
Unclassified 
Public Lands 
(Forests) 18.3 15.9 13.2 10.0 9.5 8.3 7.5 5.6 
Timberland 3.1 4.0 5,2 7.7 8.1 8.9 9.4 11.0 
Total 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0 
Commercial Forests 13.2 11.4 9.3 9.4 9.4 . 11.9* 11.3* 10.5* 
Non-commercial 
Forests 4.4 4.5 3.9 5.2 7.1 1.8* 1.8* 1.8* 
Cultivated Lands/ 
Plantation 
Croplands/ 
Urban Areas 6.4 8.2 10.4 11.6 10.0 13.6 14.8 15.9 
Grasslands/ 
Open Lands 5.2 5.1 5.5 3.1 3.1 2.4 2.0 1.7 
Marshes/Swamps 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.1. 0.1 0.1 
Total 29.8 29.8 29.8 29.8 29.8 29.8 30.0 30.0 
Sources n BFD statistics and Reports 
Classification was changed from commercial and non-commercial to 
productive and unproductive forests. 
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coverage, after adjusting for the unphotographed portions, are as 
follows (in million hectares): bid-growth — 4.49, second-growth — 
3.46, unproductive/mossy — 1.75, p i n e s — 0.28, mangrove — 0.08, 
reproduction/brush — 2.78, and grass/open lands — 4.32, or about 
10.1 million hectares of forested forest lands in 1969. Note that the 
BFD report for 1982 gives the remaining forested forest lands to be 
11.1 million hectares. 
21. Other estimates of forested areas were made using small-
scale photos/images. Dr. Romeo Bruce of the U.P. College of Engineering, 
Institute of Photogrammetry and Applied Geodesy, studied 1974 LANDSAT 
photos and estimated the forested areas as 8.9 million hectares. Ad-
justing this for the forested A and D areas gives us an estimate of 
about 8.3 million hectares of forested forest lands in 1974, Bottita 
and Revilla made a similar study of 1976 LANDSAT photos and got 9.0 
million hectares of forested forest lands. The Natural Resources 
Management Center of the MNR used a computer-assisted methodology to 
analyze 1972-73 LANDSAT digital data and came up with an 11.4 million-
hectare estimate of forested areas including 3.8 million hectares 
of partial-closure forests which when adjusted for the forested A and 
D lands provides an estimate of 10.8 million hectares of forested 
forest lands. These three estimates are not really that far apart. 
The discrepancies are attributed to the minimum criterion (subjective) 
used for an area to be judged forested. For example, in the case of 
the NRMC estimate, if 50% of the partial-closure forests are judged 
as i>on-forested, then the estimate would approach the two other 
estimates. More convincingly, if the 1969 total forested forest lands 
of 10.1 million hectares which is probably the most reliable of all 
existing estimates were adjusted for forest land losses, it is not 
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hard to believe that we had only about 8.5 to 9.0 million hectares of 
forested forest.lands in 1976, or only about 7.8 to 8.3 million 
hectares in 1983. 
22. On the basis of the 1969 estimates, the remaining old-growth 
forests may new be only 2.0 to 2.5 million hectares. Assuming that 
only 60% of these areas aire economically accessible, we would new be 
left with only 1. 2 to. 1.5. million hectares of commercial old-growth 
forests. These could provide our industrial wood requirements for 12 
to 15 years more or up to 1995 or possibly to the year 2,000. 
The Need to Assess/Allocate Lands 
23. Land is a basic natural resource; it is also a fragile re-
source especially in the uplands. Being an input to most production 
activities, it has many alternative and competing uses. It has also 
become increasingly scarce, thus, more than ever, it has become ne-
cessary to do a good job of allocating it into its alternative uses: 
human settlement, industrial site, food production, forest production, 
mineral production, energy production, biotic conservation, environ-
mental conservation/protection, or any combination of the above. 
24. Various symptoms of environmental overstress and the worsen-
ing degradation of the uplands indicate errors or imbalances in land-
use and land mismanagement.- Considering that land allocation will 
remain a politico-management decision, tne need for land suitability 
assessment to help the decision-maker choose the use(s) of a land 
unit from a set of viablei/sustai nable land-use alternatives has become 
mandatory. The-larid-use suitability or non-suitability ratings for 
each landscape unit which are based on verifiable facts need to be 
documented. 
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Proposed Land Assessment/Allocation System 
25. Land assessment and allocation can be viewed as a matrix of 
hierarchical processes* In bhe dimehsiori, there is the hierarchy of 
the national/ regional, district and land management unit levels. In 
the other dimension, there is the hierarchy of the economic sectors/ 
activity areas and their component land-using activities. Land assess-
ment and allocation in both dimensions may then involve the following 
steps. First, the country's land resources are classified based on 
biophysical features, assessed for alternative suitable uses, and 
allocated into broad uses based on national needs and priorities, both 
socio-economic and environmental. Second, regional land resources 
are classified and allocated into more specific uses based on the 
region's needs, priorities and comparative advantages as well as 
weaknesses relative to the other regions. Third, the land resources 
of districts and finally the land management units (UftJ) such as water-
shed systems or river basins, sustained yield timber production units, 
or multiple use forest management units are classified and allocated 
based on more specific objectives, production possibilities, and a 
set of technical, socio-economic, and ecological criteria and cons-
traints. Finally, the results of allocation at the different levels 
and various activity areas and their components must check out. If 
not, the allocation process would go through another iteration. 
Specific sets of land assessment criteria, guidelines, and procedures 
are used at the various levels. At all levels, the classification, 
assessment and allocation sre monitored and laid out on maps of 
appropriate scale. The land assessment and allocation system des-
cribed herein is illustrated in Figure 1, 
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26. The solution of the allocation part of the land assessment 
and allocation system may be specified by quantitative models such as 
linear programming or one of its variants, likely goal programming. 
The relative scarcity of land resources to meet growing needs, the 
variety of output units of the different land-using activities, and 
the desirability of information on trade-offs among alternative uses 
suit goal programming as an approach to the numerical solution of the 
land allocation problem. Our experience with goal programming as a 
quantitative tool for land allocation has indicated its usefulness for 
providing information which are needed to make the best decisions in 
land-use allocation. An alternative approach which is simpler is to 
develop an iterative allocation system which maximizes benefits .ioass 
optimizes a set of desired objectives) from the land-use planning 
unit. 
27. it should be clear from the foregoing discussion that the 
land assessment and allocation system requires the formulation of com-
prehensive development plans for all the country's forest and related 
land resources? Relative to this need, the Forestry Development 
Center, UPLB College of Forestry, has embarked on the preparation of a 
50-Year Forestry Development Program (1985-2034) for the Philippines. 
Unfortunately, it has not received any external support for this 
project and its own resources are simply inadequate. The Center has 
also proposed to undertake the formulation of long-term Regional 
Forestry Development Programs in cooperation with the EFD/HNR for. a 
couple of regions. This proposed project is also intended to serve as 
training: forum ror tne Kegionai/urstrxct ana otner torestry planning 
orricers so tnat tney can setter discharge their planning functions. 
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OPERATIONALIZING SUSTAINED MULTIPLE-USE 
FOREST LAND MANAGEMENT 
Brief History of Sustained Yield and Multiple Use Forest Management 
28. The concepts of sustained yield and multiple use forest man-
agement are as old as forest science itself, but, for various reasons 
and to a large extent, they have not been successfully operationalized. 
Among these reasons are: a) the illusion that there exist adequate/ 
excessive forest resources has not pushed concerned groups to develop 
solutions, collect data, and institute other requirements to opera-
tionalize these principles; it is only in the face of forest resources 
scarcity that these principles command serious interest and find their 
best applications although one does not have to suffer from such 
scarcity before implementing them; b) comprehensive solutions to the 
sustained multiple use forest land management problems are really 
quite complicated and they could require the use of computers; c) the 
amount of data needed to operationalize these principles is tremendous; 
d) various types of land production functions for single as well as 
multiple crops/services are also needed and such functional relation-
ships are generally wanting; and, e) man usually needs to suffer first 
before he acts to solve the root causes of his sufferings. This is 
quite unfortunate and it can be very costly and disastrous in the case 
of forest land mismanagement, for, it can lead to environmental de-
terioration or even collapse of the whole ecosystem. 
29. In the case of multiple use, much of the last 40 years have 
been devoted to a long-drawn debate between two groups as to which 
interpretation is more apt: Pearson's "there is a place and a time 
for every activity" and "multiple use is merely organized and coordi-
nated specialization" or Dana and McArdle's "non-priority or 
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balanced-use" doctrine, vftien I developed and offered for the first 
rime a course in multiple use forestry at the UPLB College of Forestry 
in 1975, an examination of more than 100 articles on multiple use 
snowea tnat very little had been done to.operationalize the concept. 
Since then, however, there have been more effort in the search for a 
solution of the sustained multiple use problem including two Completed 
studies at UPLB. Other local efforts include the watershed develop-
ment programs for Pantabangan, Magat and Mindoro. 
A Management Science Approach to the Sustained Multiple Use Problem 
30. The operationalization of the sustained, multiple use forest 
land management principle requires the simultaneous solution of the 
land-use allocation problem and identification of the best forest land 
management strategy for a given forest planning unit based on a 
desired mix of products and services. The mix of products and services 
may include the whole set or a sub-set of the following; sawtimber, 
puipwooa, rueiwooa, agrotorestry crops, range crops, watershed pro-
tection, soil/water conservation, wildlife, recreation, non-timber 
plant products, gene bank, and various other land uses (geothermal, 
minerals, historical, ...). 
31. The management approach that we refer to casts the sustained 
multiple use land management problem as an interaction of a well-
defined objective function and a set of constraints. The objective 
function may either be in the form of a maximization of benefits or 
minimization of deviations frcm specific goal levels. The constraining ~ 
functions include those for resources, production possibilities for 
single/taultiple crops, social requirements, environmental require-
ments, and other constraints that may be imposed on the land-use 
jjj.cuuu.iiij lliij. u. . an At. L.uiHs out, we neea not. gex. into m e controversy 
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on which interpretation (Pearson's or Dana-McArdie's) is correct with 
ttie management approach. The final solution may take either one or a 
combination of both interpretations. 
32. The management approach described above has three major 
requirements: a* quantincation ot the objectives, production functions 
ana other constraintsb) cranking of the numerical solutions either by 
mathematical programming, simulation or heuristics, and c) putting the 
preliminary and final Solutions on map(s) of appropriate scale(s). 
33. As implied, sustained multiple-use land management planning 
must £>e aone ey an interdisciplinary team of forestry specialists, 
ecologi^t/environmentalistbiologist, sociologist, hydrology/water-
shed management specialist, range specialist,agriculturist/cropping 
systems specialist, operations research/systems .specialist, political 
scientist, economists,.etc; The people affected by the land-use 
planning unit must also be properly consulted/represented. In goal 
setting, particularly, equity questions like: for whom? and by who? 
must be considered thoroughly." 
A PROPOSED FOREST LAND-USE SCENARIO 
34. Table 2 provides estimates on projected demand/consumption 
of wood products for the years -1990, 2000 and 2025. As indicated, 
tne Dig wood crisis in the future will be fuelwood not sawtimber. Our 
annual sawtinber consumption is expected to increase from 4.0 million 
cubic meters in 1980 to 6.1, 9.1 and 20.3 million cu.m. in 1990, 2000 
anq zuai, respectively. On the other hand, bur annual fuelwood con-
sumption is expected to increase from 26 million cu.m. in 1980 to 
63, 106 and 180 million cu.m. in 1990, 2000 arid 2025, respectively. 
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Table 2. Projected Demand for Philippine Wood Products— 1/ 
1980' . 1990* 2000 2025 
iiumoer inu.i j.ion cart:.; 
Local demand 616 890 1,273 2,374 
Foreign demand 209 465 1,073 7,612 
Plywood (million bdft.) 
Local demand 198 340 584 1,780 
Foreign demand 290 711 1,744 16,482 
Veneer.(million sq.ft,) 
Foreign demand 1,518 2,277 3,184 7,345 
log requirements of. above 
wood products (million cu.m.) 
local demand 4.0 6.1 9.1 20.3 
Foreign demand 3.5 7.3 15.7 116.9 
2/ Household fuelwood--
(million cu.m.) 2.9 33.2 45.8 80.2 
3/ Industrial fuelwood— 
(million cu.m.) j.u 30.o 60.0 100.0 
Pulpwood—^ 
(million cu.m.) 1.2 4.5 5.5 8.9 
POPULATION (million) 47.5 59.8 73.4 118.7 
— Based mostly on Segura, M. 1977. Demand for Philippine 
Timber Products in the Vear 2000. PREPF Technical 
Reports. 
2/ 
— Assuming that 60% of all households shall use fuelwood; 
50% of demand to be supplied by forest plantations. 
—^Rough estimates. 
4/ — Based on .025 tcn/capita/year. 
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35. Tr.bi^  J aho'w^  Hi-: ;.>:>.ejected wood supply from the country's 
forest .lands .-^ und'&r: "a \ Ln -: Vexe-outec! forest land developnent 
management system: ; The re^aind^r of the annual de^nnd for wood, parti-, 
cularly fueiwool? v , h r i-jO-': 19.0, 48.8 and 90.2 million cu.m. 
in 1990,. 2000. ai'id-. 20-2ii-,,.'respectively,-will- have to .be grown on A and 
p and .private l^Kds. in hectares of additional fuelwood plantations, 
these figures -t-raivjl^ LCi to .Veer". 0.5, 1.2", and 2.3 million in 1990, 
2000 and 2025 ^ -respectively. 
•36. Table, 4 deplete a -forest- land-use scenario needed to generate, 
the wood supply which is- indicated in r. -.bl;> 3. 1:he forest; land-use. 
picture is roughly i follows.: in 990,;there shall remain 
about 0.7 million hectares-..of cccMerci-al old-growth forests; there 
shall have• been dev.;J'.o-b-d a^ oul- 1.6 million hectares.ofvagroforest 
lands and 1.S u--ilxor. i. of "forest plantations. ._ By the year 
zvuu, a n .tna ru.-n ^ ic .•.•:.. o ;-r:ro\-on toresrs sncxi nave neen loggea; 
there, shall rtrnai;, V. 0 hectares of well-managed second-growth 
commercial fpreyts ; ~.g:t ni'.'reEtr/ araas shall- have increased to 2.6 
million.hectares 'arid, f crest' plantations to 4.1 million hectares. By 
.2025, ; there -shall be 3 .5 nil lien 'hectares of wfcll-rtianaged commercial 
natural forests, .1.5 .rdllion and 0.3 million hectares of protection 
forests, and special use nxrias, .1.7 Tr.iilion .hectares of developed 
rangelexnds, 2'.6.-.raiixion hectares c.f agroforest lands'> and 7.-1 million 
hectares, of. high-yield forest plantations/ or p. total of 16.7 million 
hectares of vell-ufenaged forest" lane's.- I T addition, 2.3 million 
hectares -of. A"and' D prr-.r-^ e. lands'" shall be devoted for forest 
plantation •'..  
37. 'Jksl. above fcreg.t lc^ if-L.-^ e scenario calls for the management 
of .some 19 mill; irl hact^r-^ for forestry and agroforestry purposes. 
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Table 3. Log Supply Scenario (million cu.m./year). 
1980 1990 2000 2001 2025 
old-growth Forests; 
Sawtimber 6,7 6.7 6^7 
Pulpwood/Fuelwood 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Cormnerclal Second-growth Forests 
Sawtimber nil 3.0 9.0 9.6 9.6 
PulpwoodA'uelwood nil 2.5 7.5 8.0 8.0 
Plantations 
Sawtimber nil 3.7 8.0 8.5 10.7 
Pulpwood /Fuelwood 1.0 43.7 55.0 56*1 90.9 
Table 4. A Forest Land-use Scenario to Meet Projected Wood 
Requirements (in million hectares). 
1980 1990 2000 2025 
Commercial old-growth forests 1.4 0.7 Ml — 
Adequately stocked second growth 2.0 3.2 4.0 3.5 
Inadequately-stock second growth 1.7 1.0 — — 
Reproduction-brush 3.7 3.0 1.7 — 
Non-commercial/fcrotection/ 
Reservations 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.5 
Special-use Areas 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Rangelands/Grasslands 1.0 1 .5 1.7 1 .7 
Agroforest lands 0.6 1.6 2.6 2.6 
Unproductive grass/brush lands 4.1 1.8 0.8 — 
Sawtimber plantations 0.1 0.3 0.6 1.2 
Pulpwood/Fuelwood plantations 0.1 .1.5 3.5 5.9 
T O T A L 16.7 16.7 16.7 16.7 
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This implies about 8 million hectares for pure agricultural production 
and some 3 million hectares for industrial and urban purposes. The 
expectation relative to food production is for the development and 
implementation of more intensive and high yield technologies and stra-
tegies. Also, industry will have to contribute more to providing the 
people's basic needs. The uplands and other fragile ecosystems shall 
then be devoted to forestry and related uses to keep the agricultural 
lands highly productive on a sustained basis. 
THE PEOPLE'S FORESTS PROGRAM 
A Turn-Around from Exploitative Dependence of people on the Forest to 
Community Forestry 
38. Philippine forestry is distinct from that of developed 
countries not only in terms of the forest formations but more so for 
the presence of people in and around the forests who depend on these 
forests for their livelihood. This dependence is basically exploita-
tive and destructive, hence, it can be said that Philippine forestry 
is quite inadequate in constructive activities by the people. Other 
than the Tree Planting Decree and the Arbor Day celebration which are 
never effectively implemented, there has been no direct constructive 
forestry program which the average Filipino can take pride in. This 
glaring inadequacy of Philippine forestry calls for a system which 
directly benefits the people for constructive forestry activities and 
immediately disbenefits them for any destructive event in the forest. 
Such a system is one of the major recommendations of the proposed 
"Integrated Forestry System of the Philippines" which was developed 
by the Forestry Development Center, UPLB-CF, in 1981. 
39. More specifically, the mission and obligations of the 
Forestry Communities are stated in that document as follows: "The 
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forestry communities shall support forestry programs and undertake 
socially and economically viable forestry development projects. 
Toward this end, the forestry communities shall: a) engage in community 
forestry projects such as the establishment of shelterbelts, forest 
parks, community forests, commiinity beautification projects, and other 
forestry-related endeavors when the public interest so demands; b) 
participate in planning, monitoring, and evaluation of government or 
private forestry projects affecting the ccartmunity; c) utilize whenever 
possible community resources in terms of organization, labor, and in-
digenous materials and technologies in forestry-related activities 
in the spirit of self-reliance; ..." The People's Forests Program 
may, therefore, be viewed as a response to this call for the people's 
active participation in viable forest development projects. The major 
impacts of such a program are of two typess it brings forestry closer 
to the people and would have tremendous conservation implications and 
it puts back idle/unproductive/degraded and otherwise destructive land 
areas into production. 
General Strategy 
40. The most problematic question in any forest development 
project including community forestry or the People's Forests Program 
has to do with economic and financial viability. The high cost of 
forest development and the long-term nature of forest production render 
most forest development projects uneconomical/unprofitable. A general 
strategy to solve this problem is the integration of early revenue-
generating components into the forestry/agroforestry cropping system. 
Consider a high value timber crop like narra or mahogany. Based on 
the timber crop alone, the economic internal rate of return (EIRR) 
is only 10 to 15 percent. But, if one crop of rice or corn on the 
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first year and a leafmeal production component are included, the EIKR 
could be more than 30%. 
Implications on Land Use and Forest Development 
41. Based on projected needs, some 3.8 million hectares of de-
graded forest lands need to be developed by 1990: 2.1 for fuelwood/ 
pulpwood production, 1.0 for agroforestry, 0.5 for range icanagement, 
and 0.2 for sawtimber production. In addition, seme 0.5 million 
hectares of A and D/private lands shall need to be developed primarily 
for fuelwood production purposes. Such a massive forest development 
program would require a total budget of about ?34 billion (up to 1990) 
if everything other than land is costed. 
42. In terras of the People's Forests (Community Forestry) Prog-
ram, the most likely areas of participation shall be in fuelwood 
production and agroforestry. This means ccmmunity forestry on 1,0 
million hectares of agroforest lands and on a portion of the 2.6 
million hectares of fuelwood/pulpwood production areas by 1990. 
Industrial forestry companies are also expected to participate in the 
fuelwood production program. 
43. It is anticipated that leafmeal shall be a significant crop 
in the agroforest lands combined with high value fruit trees, cattle 
fattening (in cooperation with neighboring forest range/pasture areas), 
and other early revenue-generating components. Leafmeal/green manure 
shall also be a principal product in the fuelwood plantations both as 
by-product and a separate crop in the integrated cropping systems. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
44. The Consnunity Forestry (People's Forests) Program if properly 
planned and seriously implemented can be a major breakthrough in 
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Philippine forestry. On the other hand, considering the critical 
stage we have reached in forest/environmental degradation, it could 
also seal the doom not only of Philippine forestry but of a viable 
national ecosystem. 
45. The program calls for more comprehensive planning and deter-
mination of more realistic goals. In the short-tun, leafmeal pro-
duction shall be a most profitable agroforestry and forestry venture 
but the leafmeal market can be easily saturated. Moreover, marginal 
agricultural lands are likely to be more productive than the degraded 
forest lands such that in the long run, leafmeal production in the 
less accessible and less productive forest lands shall be eased out 
eventually by more accessible and more productive areas. Furthermore, 
our projections indicate that the real wood crisis shall be fuelwood, 
and community forestry can profitably respond to such a crisis. 
46. The information presently available relative to the People's 
Forests Program indicates projected incomes from one hectare of ipil-
ipil leafmeal farm of P25,000 to ?50,000 per year. Based on a 10-ton 
leafmeal yield per hectare per year and a farm gate price of ,500 
per ton, one can only expect an annual gross income of 5,000. A 
leafmeal farmer would have to fatten 5 calves per year or undertake 
other projects in addition to his leafmeal farm, to make a gross 
income of ^25,000 per year. 
47. The specific cases and issues presented above are, of course, 
an oversimplication of the Community Forestry Program which brings us 
back to the basic need to plan more comprehensively and implement these 
plans seriously. Wfe must also guard against these projects being taken 
advantage of by all kinds of unscrupulous members of society, 
AVRJR/tag 
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Figure 1. Proposed Land Assessment and Allocation (LAA) System. 
